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Exterior

Premium kitchen and dining

Presenting Cargo Lane’s terrace collection –  
a special edition of eight extraordinary three-
bedroom plus study torrens title homes.  
They offer the rare privilege of purchasing a 
luxuriously appointed boutique residence in one  
of Sydney’s fastest rising inner-city suburbs.

All around you, Alexandria is flourishing. Its leafy 
pedestrian streets are home to a new wave of stylish 
refurbished warehouse dining, hip cafés, small bars, 
bakeries, and eclectic stores. 

A stone’s throw from the CBD and steps to  
the beautiful heritage-listed Alexandria Park,  
Cargo Lane’s ultra modern and ultra convenient 
terraces put you in the heart of Sydney’s circle of 
vibrant city villages. 

Designed from the inside out, these upscale  
homes reflect a deep respect for liveability and 
comfort. All include garage car parking, although  
this close to everywhere you may prefer to walk.
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Contemporary, 
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transitionsseamless

Outdoor looking in

Experience a classically proportioned home, designed with  
a thorough grasp of the requirements of modern lifestyles.  
In every aspect, they are created for fluid year-round living. 

Open living areas spill to expansive outdoor entertaining areas, 
luxury lap pools and beautifully landscaped courtyard gardens. 
Glazed walls disappear from view, making the leisurely exterior 
space an innate part of the interiors. 

Soaring ceilings and triple-storey voids amplify the volume  
while delivering profuse natural light. An effortless spatial flow 
and additional mezzanine family rooms create highly liveable, 
multi-dimensional spaces. 

Indisputably glamorous, these cultured multi-level homes are 
brilliant contemporary interpretations of grand terrace living.

love this life



Dive in. Immerse yourself. By day and by night  
these extraordinary spaces designed by highly 
acclaimed Turner + Associates and PBD Architects 
are a pleasure to live in. 

Unimpeded transitions and flowing natural finishes 
blur the lines between internal and external spaces. 
Wide format timber floors merge with timber decks. 
Layered hues and tactile finishes enhance the fluid 
architectural intent.

Inside and out, they are detailed to an exceptional 
standard combining prestige Miele kitchens, elegant 
Parisi bathrooms, beautiful timbers and luxurious 
stone to create sensational signature homes.

In their form, function and fine materials,  
Cargo Lane’s select family terraces will deliver  
lasting comfort to stand the test of time.

easy eleganCe, 
timeless appeal

indulgenCetotal
Courtyard terrace and pool

Bathroom



None of the information contained in this document should be relied upon in relation to the purchase of a unit in the Cargo Lane development. The owner, or its agents do 
not make any representation or warranty that the information contained in this document is or will remain accurate or complete. All documents, plans, and images contained 
herein are computer generated and are indicative only and not to be relied upon. Changes to the development may occur without notice at any time. The views available 
from each unit will vary, and the location of neighbouring buildings existing or to be constructed may interfere with the views from the units. Prospective purchasers are to rely 
upon their own enquiries and the contract of sale only. Brochure designed by The Property Agency.

Bathroom and appliances by:

cargolaneliving.com.au1800 659 339


